24, 30,40, 45, 60, 64, 81. If the group had a doubly transitive permutation representation of degree n, then n would divide the order of the group and m -1 would be a degree of an irreducible representation. Moreover, the character of this irreducible representation has to be rational and its values must be ^-1. This eliminates all degrees except n -1 =15. However, the character in question has the value 3 for an element of order 4 and values -1 for all elements of order 2. This would mean that the element of order 4 leaves 4 letters fixed while its square changes all letters."
In the remainder of the paper the counter-example will be established independently of characters: In order that G be representable as at least doubly transitive on n symbols, it is necessary that «! = 26-34-5, and nin-1) be a divisor [l, p. 141, Theorem II] of 26-34-5. Thus n must be 9, 10, 16, or 81.
The cases 9 and 10 are easily disposed of, for 10! is divisible by only the fourth power of 3. Hence, if G were represented on 9 or 10 symbols, then each of its Sylow subgroups belonging to 3 must be a Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group; such a subgroup contains a cycle of 3 symbols, which generates a primitive group of degree 3. But a doubly transitive [l, p. 160] group is primitive; and a primitive [3, p. 92, Theorem II] group of degree n containing a primitive subgroup of degree m is at least (« -w + l)-fold transitive. This is the desired contradiction. 
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Those matrices of G having only one nonzero mark in each column (and consequently in each row) form a subgroup P of order 4!-34/3 = 23-34. Each of these matrices is the product of a matrix x in P having one 1 and three zeros in each column ("permutation matrix"), and a matrix y in P with nonzero marks only on its principal diagonal ("diagonal matrix"). If the unit in the ith row of x is in itsj'th column, then the (i, i)th entry of any 4X4 matrix, c, (with coefficients in the field) becomes the (i, j)th of ex, and in turn the (j,j)th of x_1cx. where "a" designates a primitive mark of GF [22] , are inverse elements of G of order 5. Since / and t~x have distinct totalities of marks on their principal diagonals, they are conjugate under no matrix of P. And t is not conjugable into t2 under a matrix p of P; for it would follow that (p^)~H(p^)=t2, = ti = t~\ where p2 is in the subgroup P. Similarly, t cannot be conjugated into tl under any matrix of P.
Assume that t is permutable with a matrix p of P, and set p = xy. In order that t and x~Hx have the same sequence of marks on their principal diagonals, it is necessary that x be the identity matrix or Conjugation of a matrix c by a diagonal matrix y of P can replace no zero of c by a nonzero mark in the same position, or vice versa. / and Xi^/xi have distinct patterns of zeros; hence, x can be chosen as only the identity matrix. Now, it is readily seen that if p = y, then p~ltp9^t unless the four diagonal marks of p are equal; that is, p = identity, since all matrices of G have determinant unity. It has been established that the conjugate of t by each nonidentical matrix of P is an element of G not in the subgroup generated by t. If pi and p2 are distinct matrices of P, then pi1tpi and p21tp2 do not belong to a common subgroup of order 5; for this would imply that iPipz^yHipipz1) is a power of t, where pip2x is a nonidentical element of the subgroup P.
It follows now that G has at least as many Sylow subgroups of order 5 as P has elements, namely 23-34. The only divisor [4, p. 67, is not divisible by 3, the only possibility [4, p. 67 
